
Comments for Planning Application 21/00345/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 21/00345/FUL

Address: Wheatsheaf Yard, The Wheatsheaf High Street Oxford OX1 4DF

Proposal: Conversion of first and second floors to create 9no. student rooms, shared kitchen and

common area. Formation of 2no. front dormers in association with a loft conversion. Removal of

1no. window to front elevation. Alteration to 1no. window and 1no. door to front elevation. Insertion

of 1no. door to front elevation. Provision of bin and cycle stores

Case Officer: Tobias Fett

 

Customer Details

Name: Miss Louisa Emlyn-jones

Address: 151 divinity road Oxford Ox41lp

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Members of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - General dislike or support for proposal

Comment:The wheatsheaf is the very last of some non forgettable venues in oxford city. As a

young adult a strongly object to the loss of the venue, not just as a local pub for the public but as

landmark of pure history. The wheatsheaf was a venue and pub I dreamed of going to as a

teenager before turning the legal age. I have met some of the most beautiful people visiting that

place and I can safely say that the wheatsheaf is my safe space where I feel welcome not like a

customer but as a friend. I beg that it does not get shut down. The students who live opposite have

complained countless time about noise and they even went far enough to remove drinks from

outside, if students move above it there is no way the pub will remain open due to noise

complaints. There is tons of unused space ALL OVER oxford that is perfect spaces for new

student accommodation. It is the last local venue that isn't company owned and it's raised some of

the best talent I have ever seen or heard, the memories are too much to loose. The alternative

scene has no one really they can go to enjoy themselves on a weekend since the Cellar shut

down. I do not want to see this happen to my favourite pub ever!


